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Abstract

In these days, many foreigners visit Japan from many countries for sightseeing, education or getting jobs. In Japan, they have many natural disasters such as earthquake, tsunami, flood or eruption. When a disaster occurs, an authority is responsible to inform of various information for evacuation or life under a refugee camp to not only Japanese native speakers but also non-native speakers. However, multilingual announcement is not a realistic way of achieving this because of the limitation of human resource under such an emergency situation.

Under this background, “Easy Japanese” (EJ) has been proposed. EJ is a constrained language, which consists of limited vocabulary and grammar. Thanks to the linguistic limitation, a sentence in EJ is more easily understood than that in ordinary Japanese by non-native speakers of Japanese. Because of its easiness to use, “Easy Japanese” has been widely used in public office web site, leaflet or broadcast.

The problem is that composing sentences in EJ needs training, because a Japanese native speaker cannot understand what words or phrases are difficult to understand for non-native speakers. To make composition in EJ easier, we developed a system that helps a writer to compose sentences in EJ without knowledge of the limitation of EJ. The system is named YANSIS, which stands for “YAsashii Nihongo Slen System” (Easy Japanese writing support system). YANSIS consists of six components. The UI component provides user interface such as Japanese text input and buttons. The Japanese morphological analyzer component is used to split an input sentence into words. We need this component because a Japanese sentence does not have spaces between words. The Japanese level analyzer component determines difficulty level of each word based on the vocabularies of Japanese language proficiency test (JLPT). The recommendation component finds out difficult phrases in the input sentence and recommends how to rewrite them. The Japanese easiness estimator component estimates difficulty of the whole sentence based on machine learning technique. The example search component searches examples of EJ sentences that are related to a word in the input sentence.

The first version of YANSIS was implemented in Java, and thus it runs on any OS if Java runs on it, such as Windows, Linux or Mac OS X. In addition, we ported YANSIS to Android and iOS. Because Android apps are based on Java, we could reuse many components of the original version in the Android version, except the UI component. However, for Java is not available on iOS, we needed to re-implement all components including Japanese morphological analyzer using Objective-C.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, many foreigners visit Japan because of sightseeing, working, getting jobs. Not only visiting, many foreigners stay in Japan for education or work. Therefore, information is often provided in not only Japanese but also other languages such as English, Chinese and Korean.

In Japan, we have many natural disasters such as earthquake, tsunami, eruption, flood. When a disaster happens, many Japanese people as well as foreigners have difficulty to continue their normal life. To reduce the damage of the disaster, the authority informs of helpful information for evacuation or life under a refugee camp to not only Japanese native speakers but also Japanese non-native speakers. The problem is how to inform the non-native speakers of Japanese of precise information quickly.

Multilingual announcement is considered as one solution, but it is not realistic because human resource is quite limited under such a situation.

Under this background, “Easy Japanese” (EJ) has been proposed as an alternative solution [1]. EJ is a constrained Japanese that uses limited vocabulary and grammar, such as Basic English [2]. This linguistic limitation in EJ makes an EJ sentence more understandable than ordinary Japanese by non-native speakers of Japanese. Because of easiness of understanding, EJ has been widely used in public documents, website of local authority or broadcast [3][4].

The problem of using EJ is that composing sentences in EJ needs training, because an untrained Japanese native speaker cannot understand what words or phrases are difficult to understand for non-native speakers. To make composition in EJ easier, we developed a system that helps a writer to...
compose sentences in EJ without knowledge of limitation of EJ. The system is named YANSIS, which stands for “YAshii Nihongo Sien System” (Easy Japanese writing support system).

2. How to support writing in EJ
The informal rules for translating Japanese into EJ was described in [1]. We follow these rules when designing the system. At first, a user composes a sentence in normal Japanese, and input them to YANSIS. Then YANSIS analyzes the sentences and displays suggestions for making the sentence easier, sentence by sentence. Here are what YANSIS do:

1. To make a sentence easily understandable, length of the sentence should be kept short. Thus, the system warns the user when sentence length is too long.
2. In a sentence in EJ, difficult words or phrases with ambiguous meaning should be avoided. Thus the system points out which words or phrases are difficult. The user can search the expressions of EJ related to the pointed words or phrases.
3. The system shows the total easiness of the sentence by 0-100 scale.

A user checks the comments given by YANSIS, and rewrites the sentences so that the warning messages are suppressed. At the same time, the user can confirm that how the revision of a sentence makes the sentence easier to understand by comparing the easiness scores of the sentence before and after the revision. If the input sentence becomes easy enough, the user can add the sentence to the “edited text” field. After writing all the sentences, the user can save the composed sentences as a text file.

3. System implementation
YANSIS was designed to run on various platforms. To achieve this, YANSIS consists of several individual components, which include user interface (UI) component and other five components. Overview of the system is shown in Fig. 1. YANSIS was implemented in Java because Java runs on variety OS, such as Windows, Linux and OS X. Next, we describe details of the components.

3.1 UI component
Fig. 2 shows the UI of YANSIS. The UI has a text input area to input sentence. A user can input one or more sentences in this area. By pushing the analysis button, the system begins analysis of input sentences. The analysis results of the sentences are displayed in the analysis result field, sentence by sentence. Here, difficult words are marked as magenta or red. If the user clicks a word in the displayed sentence, a window pops up, which displays information of the clicked word, such as part of speech, pronunciation, and JLPT level. Fig. 2 shows an example of the pop-up window. The “example sentence button” is in the window; if we click this button, example EJ sentences related to the word are shown in the example sentence field. Evaluation field shows analysis results and recommendations. Add button adds the input sentence to the edited text field.

3.2 Japanese Morphological analyzer component
A Japanese sentence has no spaces between words, unlike an English sentence. Thus, we need to split the input sentence into words for investigating difficulty of the words. In general, Japanese
morphological analyzers are used for this task [5][6]. We used a morphological analyzer Sen [7] because it is implemented in Java and easy to incorporate into a Java-based application.

3.3 Japanese level analyzer component
The Japanese level analyzer determines difficulty level of a Japanese word based on the vocabulary for Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) [8]. The EJ we suppose is based on the older version of the JLPT level that has four grades: grade 4 to grade 1, grade 1 to be the most difficult. JLPT was revised in 2010 [9], and the current JLPT has five grades from N5 to N1, but the grade YANSIS suggests does not coincide with the current JLPT grade. YANSIS has Japanese word DB of each (older) JLPT level. When a word is given, YANSIS searches the database to find out JLPT level of the word. Table 1 shows vocabulary size of each grade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JLPT GRADE</th>
<th>VOCAB. SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table.1. Vocabulary of each DB

3.4 Recommendation component
Recommendation component shows warning messages and recommendataions for reducing difficulty of the sentence. There are three kinds of recommendations: avoid long sentence, difficult words and phrases.

As mentioned above, a sentence in EJ should be short. YANSIS warns when length of the sentence is longer than 30 syllables. As for the JLPT level, YANSIS checks JPLT level of all words, and gives warnings for words of level 2, level 1 or not in the vocabulary of JLPT. Next, this component carries out pattern matching between the input sentence and the phrases in the recommendation database, in which phrases that should be avoided are stored. The phrases in the DB includes 32 expressions of conjecture (... might be ...), double nagation, or other complicated expressions.

3.5 Japanese easiness estimator component
Japanese easiness estimator calculates Japanese easiness of the input sentence using multiple regression analysis [10]. Parameters of multiple regression analysis were optimized based on subjective evaluation in advance. Feature parameters using multiple regression analysis were extracted from the input sentence. We used features such as proportion of morphemes belong to a
3.6 Example search component
When we compose sentence, it is helpful to check EJ sentences that are similar to the sentence we want to compose. The example search component searches sentences written in EJ that include a search word from the example sentence DB. The example sentence DB includes sentences of announcement from an authority under disaster, written in both EJ and normal Japanese. When a word is given, the component matches the word to the normal Japanese part of the DB. Then it returns the EJ part of the found sentences.

4. Porting YANSIS to mobile platforms
Under a disaster, it is not assured that the authority can use PC, because blackout may happen. If YANSIS can be used on mobile platforms such as smartphone or tablet, it could be used even under the blackout by using various energy sources such as solar cell or hand crank generator [11][12]. Thus, we ported YANSIS to mobile platforms such as Android and iOS.

4.1 Android
Android application is implemented in Java, so we only re-implemented UI component of the original YANSIS, which depends on the system. The Java virtual machine in Android platform has different graphical user interface model from that of PC-based platform, and an application should use fixed-sized single window. Therefore, we changed the UI not to use pop up window. Fig.3. shows a screenshot of Android version of YANSIS.

4.2 iOS
iOS application needs to be implemented in Swift or Objective-C. Since we cannot convert Java source into Swift and Objective-C automatically, we needed to re-implement all components. We chose Objective-C because it is used as developing language for a long time in iOS. In iOS version, we implemented the UI to be almost same as that of the Android version, because we want the iOS version having the same usability of the Android version. Fig.4 shows iOS version of YANSIS.
5. Conclusion
We have developed an EJ writing support system YANSIS. YANSIS was originally implemented in Java for PC-based platforms, and it can review the input sentence and give comments and recommendations for making the sentence easier. We ported YANSIS to Android and iOS. As a future plan, we will incorporate the text-to-speech functionality into YANSIS. To this end, we are investigating the relation between intelligibility of Japanese utterance and its prosodic feature such as speaking rate and pause [13]. As a next step, we will implement an HMM-based speech synthesizer [14] and incorporate it into YANSIS.
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